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Unit Overview
The Asian American, Hispanic American and Religious Minorities unit seeks to trace the history of issues and oppression as it 
relates to immigration and religious minority groups within the United States from the early 19th century to modern day. This unit 
will examine government legislation aimed at preventing immigrants from certain sections of the world from entering the United 
States. This unit will also evaluate the irrational responses of both government officials and citizens following a tragic event relating 
to the United States (for example: Japanese Internment). Lastly, we will trace how the rights guaranteed in the US Constitution have 
been infringed and the racial/gender inequality that minority groups experience.

LA.RH.11-12.1 Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence, (e.g., via discussion, written 
response, etc.), to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting insights 
gained from specific details to develop an understanding of the text as a whole. 

LA.RH.11-12.2 Determine the theme, central ideas, information and/or perspective(s) presented in a 
primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of how key events, ideas 
and/or author’s perspective(s) develop over the course of the text. 

LA.RH.11-12.3 Evaluate various perspectives for actions or events; determine which explanation best 
accords with textual evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

LA.RH.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 
analyzing how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term over the course of a 
text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10). 

LA.RH.11-12.5 Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is structured, including how key 
sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text contribute to the whole. 

LA.RH.11-12.6 Evaluate authors’ differing perspectives on the same historical event or issue by assessing 
the authors’ claims, reasoning, and evidence. 

LA.RH.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and 
media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, qualitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

LA.RH.11-12.8 Evaluate an author’s claims, reasoning, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them 
with other sources. 

LA.RH.11-12.9 Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent 
understanding of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among sources. 

LA.RST.11-12.1 Accurately cite strong and thorough evidence from the text to support analysis of science 
and technical texts, attending to precise details for explanations or descriptions. 

LA.RST.11-12.2 Determine the central ideas, themes, or conclusions of a text; summarize complex 
concepts, processes, or information presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler 
but still accurate terms. 

LA.RST.11-12.3 Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking 
measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
explanations in the text. 

LA.RST.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and 
media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 



LA.RST.11-12.8 Evaluate the hypotheses, data, analysis, and conclusions in a science or technical text, 
verifying the data when possible and corroborating or challenging conclusions with other 
sources of information. 

LA.RST.11-12.9 Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., texts, experiments, simulations) into 
a coherent understanding of a process, phenomenon, or concept, resolving conflicting 
information when possible. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.A Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the claim(s), 
distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization that 
logically sequences the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.B Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using sound reasoning and thoroughly, supplying the 
most relevant data and evidence for each while pointing out the strengths and limitations 
of both claim(s) and counterclaims in a discipline appropriate form that anticipates the 
audience’s knowledge level, concerns, values, and possible biases. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.C Use transitions (e.g., words, phrases, clauses) to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons 
and evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.D Establish and maintain a style and tone appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g., 
formal and objective for academic writing) while attending to the norms and conventions 
of the discipline in which they are writing. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.A Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new 
element builds on that which precedes it to create a unified whole; include formatting 
(e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.B Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples 
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.C Use varied transitions and sentence structures to link the major sections of the text, 
create cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex ideas and concepts. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.D Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary and techniques such as metaphor, 
simile, and analogy to manage the complexity of the topic; convey a knowledgeable stance 
in a style that responds to the discipline and context as well as to the expertise of likely 
readers. 

LA.WHST.11-12.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

LA.WHST.11-12.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or 
trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific 
purpose and audience. 

LA.WHST.11-12.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, share, and update writing products in 
response to ongoing feedback, including new arguments or information. 

LA.WHST.11-12.9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.5 Analyze how the economic, social, and political conditions of a time period can affect the 
labor market. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.9 Analyze how personal and cultural values impact spending and other financial decisions. 

PFL.9.1.12.B.1 Prioritize financial decisions by systematically considering alternatives and possible 
consequences. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.1.b Analyze how gender, property ownership, religion, and legal status affected political 
rights. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.2.a Assess the importance of the intellectual origins of the Foundational Documents (i.e., 
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and Bill of Rights) and assess their 



importance on the spread of democracy around the world. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.3.a Assess the influence of Manifest Destiny on foreign policy during different time periods in 
American history. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.3.c Assess the role of geopolitics in the development of American foreign relations during this 
period. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.3.f Compare and contrast the successes and failures of political (i.e., the 1844 State 
Constitution) and social (i.e., abolition, women’s rights, and temperance) reform 
movements in New Jersey and the nation during the Antebellum period. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.3.h Examine multiple perspectives on slavery and evaluate the claims used to justify the 
arguments. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.4.b Analyze how ideas found in key documents (i.e., the Declaration of Independence, the 
Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments and Resolution, the Emancipation Proclamation, 
and the Gettysburg Address) contributed to demanding equality for all. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive reforms in preventing unfair business practices 
and political corruption and in promoting social justice. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.c Relate the creation of African American advocacy organizations (i.e., the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People) to United States Supreme Court 
decisions (i.e., Plessy v. Ferguson) and state and local governmental policies. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies 
restricting immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.11.c Determine if American policies regarding Japanese internment and actions against other 
minority groups were a denial of civil rights. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.13.a Analyze the effectiveness of the New Jersey Constitution of 1947, New Jersey Supreme 
Court decisions (i.e., Hedgepeth and Williams v. Trenton Board of Education), and New 
Jersey’s Law Against Discrimination (i.e., P.L. 1945, c.169) in eliminating segregation and 
discrimination. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.13.b Analyze the effectiveness of national legislation, policies, and Supreme Court decisions 
(i.e., the Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, the Equal Rights Amendment, Title VII, Title 
IX, Affirmative Action, Brown v. Board of Education, and Roe v. Wade) in promoting civil 
liberties and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.13.c Determine the extent to which changes in national policy after 1965 impacted 
immigration to New Jersey and the United States. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.b Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define the rights of 
the individual, and evaluate the impact on public policies. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.c Assess the merit and effectiveness of recent legislation in addressing the health, welfare, 
and citizenship status of individuals and groups. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.e Evaluate the effectiveness and fairness of the process by which national, state, and local 
officials are elected and vote on issues of public concern. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.f Determine the extent to which nongovernmental organizations, special interest groups, 
third party political groups, and the media affect public policy. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.g Analyze the impact of community groups and state policies that strive to increase the 
youth vote (i.e., distribution of voter registration forms in high schools). 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.h Assess the effectiveness of government policies in balancing the rights of the individual 
against the need for national security. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.16.a Examine the impact of media and technology on political and social issues in a global 
society. 



SOC.6.1.12.B.2.a Analyze how the United States has attempted to account for regional differences while 
also striving to create an American identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.3.a Assess the impact of Western settlement on the expansion of United States political 
boundaries. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.4.b Analyze the impact of population shifts and migration patterns during the Reconstruction 
period. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 
cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.13.a Determine the factors that led to migration from American cities to suburbs in the 1950s 
and 1960s, and describe how this movement impacted cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.a Determine the impact of recent immigration and migration patterns in New Jersey and the 
United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.1.b Determine the extent to which natural resources, labor systems (i.e., the use of 
indentured servants, African slaves, and immigrant labor), and entrepreneurship 
contributed to economic development in the American colonies. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.3.b Relate the wealth of natural resources to the economic development of the United States 
and to the quality of life of individuals. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.13.a Explain how individuals and organizations used economic measures (e.g., the Montgomery 
Bus Boycott, sit downs, etc.) as weapons in the struggle for civil and human rights. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.e Determine the impact of African American leaders and institutions in shaping free Black 
communities in the North. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.a Determine how expansion created opportunities for some and hardships for others by 
considering multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.b Explain how immigration intensified ethnic and cultural conflicts and complicated the 
forging of a national identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.d Analyze the role education played in improving economic opportunities and in the 
development of responsible citizens. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.4.c Analyze the debate about how to reunite the country, and determine the extent to which 
enacted Reconstruction policies achieved their goals. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.4.d Relate conflicting political, economic, social, and sectional perspectives on Reconstruction 
to the resistance of some Southern individuals and states. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.4.e Analyze the impact of the Civil War and the 14th Amendment on the development of the 
country and on the relationship between the national and state governments. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.b Evaluate how events led to the creation of labor and agricultural organizations that 
protect the rights of workers. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.c Assess the effectiveness of public education in fostering national unity and American 
values and in helping people meet their economic needs and expectations. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.8.a Explain why the Great Migration led to heightened racial tensions, restrictive laws, a rise in 
repressive organizations, and an increase in violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.9.b Analyze the impact of the Great Depression on the American family, migratory groups, and 
ethnic and racial minorities. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.c Explain why women, African Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, and other 
minority groups often expressed a strong sense of nationalism despite the discrimination 
they experienced in the military and workforce. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.d Compare the varying perspectives of victims, survivors, bystanders, rescuers, and 
perpetrators during the Holocaust. 



SOC.6.1.12.D.11.e Explain how World War II and the Holocaust led to the creation of international 
organizations (i.e., the United Nations) to protect human rights, and describe the 
subsequent impact of these organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.13.c Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.b Assess the effectiveness of actions taken to address the causes of continuing urban 
tensions and violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.c Determine the impact of the changing role of labor unions on the economy, politics, and 
employer-employee relationships. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.d Evaluate the extent to which women, minorities, individuals with gender preferences, and 
individuals with disabilities have met their goals of equality in the workplace, politics, and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.e Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.f Determine the influence of multicultural beliefs, products (i.e., art, food, music, and 
literature), and practices in shaping contemporary American culture. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.15.c Explain how and why religious tensions and historic differences in the Middle East have 
led to international conflicts, and analyze the effectiveness of United States policy and 
actions in bringing peaceful resolutions to the region. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.15.d Analyze the reasons for terrorism and the impact that terrorism has had on individuals and 
government policies, and assess the effectiveness of actions taken by the United States 
and other nations to prevent terrorism. 

SOC.6.3.12.A.2 Compare current case studies involving slavery, child labor, or other unfair labor practices 
in the United States with those of other nations, and evaluate the extent to which such 
problems are universal. 

SOC.6.3.12.D.1 Analyze the impact of current governmental practices and laws affecting national security 
and/or individual civil rights/privacy. 

SOC.6.3.12.D.2 Analyze a current foreign policy issue by considering current and historical perspectives, 
examining strategies, and presenting possible actions. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS1 Determine the credibility and value of information, while also considering context, point 
of view, and multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS2 Analyze sources of prejudice and discrimination and propose solutions to eliminate them. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS3 Collaboratively evaluate possible solutions to problems and conflicts that arise in an 
interconnected world. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS4 Critically analyze information, make ethical judgments, and responsibly address 
controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS5 Communicate through rational and persuasive written and oral arguments to present 
solutions to controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS6 Make informed and reasoned decisions and accept responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions and/or inactions. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS7 Take actions that result in a more just and equitable society. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.2 Modify Personalized Student Learning Plans to support declared career goals. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.9 Analyze the correlation between personal and financial behavior and employability. 

Transfer
Students will be able to independently use their learning to examine the diverse cultural, artistic, economic, historical, political, and 



social aspects of American minority communities.

Understandings
 

Students will understand that…

 

- the history of immigration to the United States is complex and often met with resistance  

- the United States has created government legislation in an attempt to prevent immigration to the United States 

- the issues of immigration have continued to intensify from the 19th century to modern day

- the different types of prejudices, racism and discrimination that Asian, Hispanic, and relgious minorities such as Muslims and 

Jewish people face in the United States and around the world.

Essential Questions
1. How does geographic, political and socio-economic differences affect the treatment of minorities in the United States (Asian, 

Hispanic, and religious minorities)? 

2. What defines a minority group?

3. How do individuals and events affect historical outcomes?

4. How are minority groups (Asian, Hispanic, and religious minorities )  affected in society?

5. To what extent has American acceptance of racial, ethnic, religious, and cultural differences evolved over time (as it relates to 
Asian, Hispanic, and religious minorities )?

Application of Knowledge and Skill



Students will know...

- key terms, people and places relating to minorities in the United States

- the difference between race, religion, and ethnicity

- the difference between stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, and racism

- what constitutes a minority group

- the roots of majority group oppression on minority groups

- the United States government attempted to limit the number of immigrants from certain portions of the world from entering the 

country

- due to large number of cultural, religious and ethnic minorities a strong sense of nativism developed amongst some people in the 

United States 

- cultural, religious and ethnic minorities were often the targets of violence 

- the laws and legislation passed to provide equal rights for religious and ethnic minorities 

- the current issues surrounding Asians, Hispanics, and religious minorities that continue to fight for equality.

Students will be skilled at...

-identifying key terms, people and places relating to minorities in the United States

- identifying the difference between race, religion, and ethnicity

- explaining the differences between stereotypes, prejudice, discrimination, and racism

- identifying what constitutes a minority group

- describing the roots of majority group oppression on minority groups

-explaining how the United States government attempted to limit the number of immigrants from certain portions of the world from 

entering the country

- explaining due to large number of cultural, religious and ethnic minorities a strong sense of nativism developed amongst some 



people in the United States 

- explaining how cultural, religious and ethnic minorities were/are often the targets of violence 

- explaining the laws and legislation passed to provide equal rights for religious and ethnic minorities 

- investigating the current issues surrounding Asians, Hispanics, and religious minorities that continue to fight for equality.

Academic Vocabulary
Xenophobia, quota, immigraiton, old immigraiton, new immigration, Islamophobia, Chicanos, anti-semistism, hijab, ethnocentrism, 
Ellis Island, Angel Island, Chinese Exclusion Act, Japanese Internment, hate group, Aryan, nativism, KKK, neo-nazis, model 
minority, Arizona cartel, DREAM Act, DACA, DAPA, Senate Bill 1070, migrant worker, ACLU, deportation, terrorism, illegal 
alien, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), bias, Korematsu v. United States, citizenship test, Brown Power, Chicano 
Movement, detainment

Learning Goal 1
Students will develop the ability to evaluate the economic, political and social status of Asian Americans in the United States from 
the 19th century to modern day

LA.RH.11-12.1 Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence, (e.g., via discussion, written 
response, etc.), to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting insights 
gained from specific details to develop an understanding of the text as a whole. 

LA.RH.11-12.2 Determine the theme, central ideas, information and/or perspective(s) presented in a 
primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of how key events, ideas 
and/or author’s perspective(s) develop over the course of the text. 

LA.RH.11-12.3 Evaluate various perspectives for actions or events; determine which explanation best 
accords with textual evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

LA.RH.11-12.6 Evaluate authors’ differing perspectives on the same historical event or issue by assessing 
the authors’ claims, reasoning, and evidence. 

LA.RH.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and 
media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, qualitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

LA.RH.11-12.8 Evaluate an author’s claims, reasoning, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them 
with other sources. 

LA.RH.11-12.9 Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent 
understanding of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among sources. 

LA.RST.11-12.1 Accurately cite strong and thorough evidence from the text to support analysis of science 
and technical texts, attending to precise details for explanations or descriptions. 

LA.RST.11-12.2 Determine the central ideas, themes, or conclusions of a text; summarize complex 
concepts, processes, or information presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler 
but still accurate terms. 



LA.RST.11-12.3 Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking 
measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
explanations in the text. 

LA.RST.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and 
phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-
12 texts and topics. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.A Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the claim(s), 
distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization that 
logically sequences the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.B Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using sound reasoning and thoroughly, supplying the 
most relevant data and evidence for each while pointing out the strengths and limitations 
of both claim(s) and counterclaims in a discipline appropriate form that anticipates the 
audience’s knowledge level, concerns, values, and possible biases. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.C Use transitions (e.g., words, phrases, clauses) to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons 
and evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.D Establish and maintain a style and tone appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g., 
formal and objective for academic writing) while attending to the norms and conventions 
of the discipline in which they are writing. 

LA.WHST.11-12.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

LA.WHST.11-12.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or 
trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific 
purpose and audience. 

LA.WHST.11-12.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, share, and update writing products in 
response to ongoing feedback, including new arguments or information. 

LA.WHST.11-12.9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

SJ.AC.9-12.16 I express empathy when people are excluded or mistreated because of their identities and 
concern when I personally experience bias. 

SJ.AC.9-12.17 I take responsibility for standing up to exclusion, prejudice and injustice. 

SJ.AC.9-12.18 I have the courage to speak up to people when their words, actions or views are biased 
and hurtful, and I will communicate with respect even when we disagree. 

SJ.AC.9-12.19 I stand up to exclusion, prejudice and discrimination, even when it’s not popular or easy or 
when no one else does. 

SJ.AC.9-12.20 I will join with diverse people to plan and carry out collective action against exclusion, 
prejudice and discrimination, and we will be thoughtful and creative in our actions in 
order to achieve our goals. 

SJ.DI.9-12.6 I interact comfortably and respectfully with all people, whether they are similar to or 
different from me. 

SJ.DI.9-12.7 I have the language and knowledge to accurately and respectfully describe how people 
(including myself) are both similar to and different from each other and others in their 
identity groups. 

SJ.DI.9-12.8 I respectfully express curiosity about the history and lived experiences of others and 
exchange ideas and beliefs in an open-minded way. 

SJ.DI.9-12.9 I relate to and build connections with other people by showing them empathy, respect 
and understanding, regardless of our similarities or differences. 

SJ.DI.9-12.10 I understand that diversity includes the impact of unequal power relations on the 
development of group identities and cultures. 

SJ.ID.9-12.1 I have a positive view of myself, including an awareness of and comfort with my 



membership in multiple groups in society. 

SJ.ID.9-12.2 I know my family history and cultural background and can describe how my own identity is 
informed and shaped by my membership in multiple identity groups. 

SJ.ID.9-12.3 I know that all my group identities and the intersection of those identities create unique 
aspects of who I am and that this is true for other people too. 

SJ.ID.9-12.4 I express pride and confidence in my identity without perceiving or treating anyone else as 
inferior. 

SJ.ID.9-12.5 I recognize traits of the dominant culture, my home culture and other cultures, and I am 
conscious of how I express my identity as I move between those spaces. 

SJ.JU.9-12.11 I relate to all people as individuals rather than representatives of groups and can identify 
stereotypes when I see or hear them. 

SJ.JU.9-12.12 I can recognize, describe and distinguish unfairness and injustice at different levels of 
society. 

SJ.JU.9-12.13 I can explain the short and long-term impact of biased words and behaviors and unjust 
practices, laws and institutions that limit the rights and freedoms of people based on their 
identity groups. 

SJ.JU.9-12.14 I am aware of the advantages and disadvantages I have in society because of my 
membership in different identity groups, and I know how this has affected my life. 

SJ.JU.9-12.15 I can identify figures, groups, events and a variety of strategies and philosophies relevant 
to the history of social justice around the world. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.5 Analyze how the economic, social, and political conditions of a time period can affect the 
labor market. 

PFL.9.1.12.F.5 Compare and contrast the role of philanthropy, volunteer service, and charities in 
community development and quality of life in a variety of cultures. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive reforms in preventing unfair business practices 
and political corruption and in promoting social justice. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies 
restricting immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.13.a Analyze the effectiveness of the New Jersey Constitution of 1947, New Jersey Supreme 
Court decisions (i.e., Hedgepeth and Williams v. Trenton Board of Education), and New 
Jersey’s Law Against Discrimination (i.e., P.L. 1945, c.169) in eliminating segregation and 
discrimination. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.13.b Analyze the effectiveness of national legislation, policies, and Supreme Court decisions 
(i.e., the Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, the Equal Rights Amendment, Title VII, Title 
IX, Affirmative Action, Brown v. Board of Education, and Roe v. Wade) in promoting civil 
liberties and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.13.c Determine the extent to which changes in national policy after 1965 impacted 
immigration to New Jersey and the United States. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.b Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define the rights of 
the individual, and evaluate the impact on public policies. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.c Assess the merit and effectiveness of recent legislation in addressing the health, welfare, 
and citizenship status of individuals and groups. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.d Analyze the conflicting ideologies and actions of political parties regarding spending 
priorities, the role of government in the economy, and social reforms. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.e Evaluate the effectiveness and fairness of the process by which national, state, and local 



officials are elected and vote on issues of public concern. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.f Determine the extent to which nongovernmental organizations, special interest groups, 
third party political groups, and the media affect public policy. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.g Analyze the impact of community groups and state policies that strive to increase the 
youth vote (i.e., distribution of voter registration forms in high schools). 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.h Assess the effectiveness of government policies in balancing the rights of the individual 
against the need for national security. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.2.a Analyze how the United States has attempted to account for regional differences while 
also striving to create an American identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.4.b Analyze the impact of population shifts and migration patterns during the Reconstruction 
period. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 
cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.a Determine the impact of recent immigration and migration patterns in New Jersey and the 
United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.b Analyze how regionalization, urbanization, and suburbanization have led to social and 
economic reform movements in New Jersey and the United States. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of labor and agricultural organizations in improving economic 
opportunities for various groups. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.b Explain why American ideals put forth in the Constitution (i.e., due process, rule of law, 
and individual rights) have been denied to different groups of people throughout time. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.b Explain how immigration intensified ethnic and cultural conflicts and complicated the 
forging of a national identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.9.b Analyze the impact of the Great Depression on the American family, migratory groups, and 
ethnic and racial minorities. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.c Explain why women, African Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, and other 
minority groups often expressed a strong sense of nationalism despite the discrimination 
they experienced in the military and workforce. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.13.c Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.b Assess the effectiveness of actions taken to address the causes of continuing urban 
tensions and violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.e Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.f Determine the influence of multicultural beliefs, products (i.e., art, food, music, and 
literature), and practices in shaping contemporary American culture. 

SOC.6.2.12.A.6.c Analyze why terrorist movements have proliferated, and evaluate their impact on 
governments, individuals, and societies. 

SOC.6.2.12.A.6.d Assess the effectiveness of responses by governments and international organizations to 
tensions resulting from ethnic, territorial, religious, and/or nationalist differences. 

SOC.6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes in 
urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

SOC.6.3.12.D.1 Analyze the impact of current governmental practices and laws affecting national security 
and/or individual civil rights/privacy. 

SOC.6.3.12.D.2 Analyze a current foreign policy issue by considering current and historical perspectives, 
examining strategies, and presenting possible actions. 



SOC.6.3.12.CS1 Determine the credibility and value of information, while also considering context, point 
of view, and multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS2 Analyze sources of prejudice and discrimination and propose solutions to eliminate them. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS3 Collaboratively evaluate possible solutions to problems and conflicts that arise in an 
interconnected world. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS4 Critically analyze information, make ethical judgments, and responsibly address 
controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS5 Communicate through rational and persuasive written and oral arguments to present 
solutions to controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS6 Make informed and reasoned decisions and accept responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions and/or inactions. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS7 Take actions that result in a more just and equitable society. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.4 Analyze how economic conditions and societal changes influence employment trends and 
future education. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.8 Assess the impact of litigation and court decisions on employment laws and practices. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online courses, learning communities, social networks or virtual worlds to 
discuss a resolution to a problem or issue. 

TECH.8.1.12.B.CS2 Create original works as a means of personal or group expression. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS1 Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others by employing a variety of 
digital environments and media. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS3 Develop cultural understanding and global awareness by engaging with learners of other 
cultures. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.CS2 Demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.CS3 Exhibit leadership for digital citizenship. 

TECH.8.1.12.E.CS4 Process data and report results. 

TECH.8.2.12.A.CS2 The core concepts of technology. 

TECH.8.2.12.B.3 Analyze ethical and unethical practices around intellectual property rights as influenced by 
human wants and/or needs. 

TECH.8.2.12.B.CS1 The cultural, social, economic and political effects of technology. 

TECH.8.2.12.B.CS4 The influence of technology on history. 

Target 1
Describe the discrimination, racial prejudices and stereotypes Asian Americans face in the United States 

•    Describe the discrimination, racial prejudices and stereotypes Asian Americans face in the United 
States

    . 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive reforms in preventing unfair business practices 
and political corruption and in promoting social justice. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies 
restricting immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.11.c Determine if American policies regarding Japanese internment and actions against other 



minority groups were a denial of civil rights. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.2.a Analyze how the United States has attempted to account for regional differences while 
also striving to create an American identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 
cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.a Determine the impact of recent immigration and migration patterns in New Jersey and the 
United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.1.b Determine the extent to which natural resources, labor systems (i.e., the use of 
indentured servants, African slaves, and immigrant labor), and entrepreneurship 
contributed to economic development in the American colonies. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.5.c Analyze the cyclical nature of the economy and the impact of periods of expansion and 
recession on businesses and individuals. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.b Explain why American ideals put forth in the Constitution (i.e., due process, rule of law, 
and individual rights) have been denied to different groups of people throughout time. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.a Determine how expansion created opportunities for some and hardships for others by 
considering multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.b Explain how immigration intensified ethnic and cultural conflicts and complicated the 
forging of a national identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.e Determine the impact of religious and social movements on the development of American 
culture, literature, and art. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.c Explain why women, African Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, and other 
minority groups often expressed a strong sense of nationalism despite the discrimination 
they experienced in the military and workforce. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.d Compare the varying perspectives of victims, survivors, bystanders, rescuers, and 
perpetrators during the Holocaust. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.13.c Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities. 

Target 2
Describe the the rise of anti-Asian sentiment that developed during the 19th century and beyond

•    Describe the the rise of anti-Asian sentiment that developed during the 19th century and beyond     . 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive reforms in preventing unfair business practices 
and political corruption and in promoting social justice. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies 
restricting immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.11.c Determine if American policies regarding Japanese internment and actions against other 
minority groups were a denial of civil rights. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.b Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define the rights of 
the individual, and evaluate the impact on public policies. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.c Assess the merit and effectiveness of recent legislation in addressing the health, welfare, 
and citizenship status of individuals and groups. 



SOC.6.1.12.B.2.a Analyze how the United States has attempted to account for regional differences while 
also striving to create an American identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 
cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.a Determine the impact of recent immigration and migration patterns in New Jersey and the 
United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.1.b Determine the extent to which natural resources, labor systems (i.e., the use of 
indentured servants, African slaves, and immigrant labor), and entrepreneurship 
contributed to economic development in the American colonies. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.5.c Analyze the cyclical nature of the economy and the impact of periods of expansion and 
recession on businesses and individuals. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.b Explain why American ideals put forth in the Constitution (i.e., due process, rule of law, 
and individual rights) have been denied to different groups of people throughout time. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.a Determine how expansion created opportunities for some and hardships for others by 
considering multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.b Explain how immigration intensified ethnic and cultural conflicts and complicated the 
forging of a national identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.e Determine the impact of religious and social movements on the development of American 
culture, literature, and art. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.13.c Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.b Assess the effectiveness of actions taken to address the causes of continuing urban 
tensions and violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.d Evaluate the extent to which women, minorities, individuals with gender preferences, and 
individuals with disabilities have met their goals of equality in the workplace, politics, and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.e Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.f Determine the influence of multicultural beliefs, products (i.e., art, food, music, and 
literature), and practices in shaping contemporary American culture. 

Learning Goal 2
Students will develop the ability to trace the struggle for economic, political and social equality for Hispanic Americans in the 
United States from the 19th century to modern day

•    Students will develop the ability to trace the struggle for economic, political and social equality for 
Hispanic Americans in the United States from the 19th century to modern day

    . 

LA.RH.11-12.1 Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence, (e.g., via discussion, written 
response, etc.), to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting insights 
gained from specific details to develop an understanding of the text as a whole. 

LA.RH.11-12.2 Determine the theme, central ideas, information and/or perspective(s) presented in a 
primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of how key events, ideas 
and/or author’s perspective(s) develop over the course of the text. 

LA.RH.11-12.3 Evaluate various perspectives for actions or events; determine which explanation best 
accords with textual evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters uncertain. 



LA.RH.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 
analyzing how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term over the course of a 
text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10). 

LA.RH.11-12.5 Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is structured, including how key 
sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text contribute to the whole. 

LA.RH.11-12.6 Evaluate authors’ differing perspectives on the same historical event or issue by assessing 
the authors’ claims, reasoning, and evidence. 

LA.RH.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and 
media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, qualitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

LA.RH.11-12.8 Evaluate an author’s claims, reasoning, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them 
with other sources. 

LA.RH.11-12.9 Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent 
understanding of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among sources. 

LA.RST.11-12.1 Accurately cite strong and thorough evidence from the text to support analysis of science 
and technical texts, attending to precise details for explanations or descriptions. 

LA.RST.11-12.2 Determine the central ideas, themes, or conclusions of a text; summarize complex 
concepts, processes, or information presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler 
but still accurate terms. 

LA.RST.11-12.3 Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking 
measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
explanations in the text. 

LA.RST.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and 
phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-
12 texts and topics. 

LA.RST.11-12.5 Analyze how the text structures information or ideas into categories or hierarchies, 
demonstrating understanding of the information or ideas. 

LA.RST.11-12.6 Analyze the author's purpose in providing an explanation, describing a procedure, or 
discussing an experiment in a text, identifying important issues that remain unresolved. 

LA.RST.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and 
media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 

LA.RST.11-12.8 Evaluate the hypotheses, data, analysis, and conclusions in a science or technical text, 
verifying the data when possible and corroborating or challenging conclusions with other 
sources of information. 

LA.RST.11-12.9 Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., texts, experiments, simulations) into 
a coherent understanding of a process, phenomenon, or concept, resolving conflicting 
information when possible. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.A Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of the claim(s), 
distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and create an organization that 
logically sequences the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.B Develop claim(s) and counterclaims using sound reasoning and thoroughly, supplying the 
most relevant data and evidence for each while pointing out the strengths and limitations 
of both claim(s) and counterclaims in a discipline appropriate form that anticipates the 
audience’s knowledge level, concerns, values, and possible biases. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.C Use transitions (e.g., words, phrases, clauses) to link the major sections of the text, create 
cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, between reasons 
and evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.D Establish and maintain a style and tone appropriate to the audience and purpose (e.g., 



formal and objective for academic writing) while attending to the norms and conventions 
of the discipline in which they are writing. 

LA.WHST.11-12.1.E Provide a concluding paragraph or section that supports the argument presented. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.A Introduce a topic and organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new 
element builds on that which precedes it to create a unified whole; include formatting 
(e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding 
comprehension. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.B Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples 
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.C Use varied transitions and sentence structures to link the major sections of the text, 
create cohesion, and clarify the relationships among complex ideas and concepts. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.D Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary and techniques such as metaphor, 
simile, and analogy to manage the complexity of the topic; convey a knowledgeable stance 
in a style that responds to the discipline and context as well as to the expertise of likely 
readers. 

LA.WHST.11-12.2.E Provide a concluding paragraph or section that supports the argument presented. 

LA.WHST.11-12.4 Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

LA.WHST.11-12.5 Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or 
trying a new approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific 
purpose and audience. 

LA.WHST.11-12.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, share, and update writing products in 
response to ongoing feedback, including new arguments or information. 

LA.WHST.11-12.7 Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including 
a self-generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when 
appropriate; synthesize multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of 
the subject under investigation. 

LA.WHST.11-12.8 Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using 
advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each source in terms 
of the specific task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the text selectively 
to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance on any one source and 
following a standard format for citation. 

LA.WHST.11-12.9 Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research. 

LA.WHST.11-12.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter 
time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, 
purposes, and audiences. 

SJ.AC.9-12.16 I express empathy when people are excluded or mistreated because of their identities and 
concern when I personally experience bias. 

SJ.AC.9-12.17 I take responsibility for standing up to exclusion, prejudice and injustice. 

SJ.AC.9-12.18 I have the courage to speak up to people when their words, actions or views are biased 
and hurtful, and I will communicate with respect even when we disagree. 

SJ.AC.9-12.19 I stand up to exclusion, prejudice and discrimination, even when it’s not popular or easy or 
when no one else does. 

SJ.AC.9-12.20 I will join with diverse people to plan and carry out collective action against exclusion, 
prejudice and discrimination, and we will be thoughtful and creative in our actions in 
order to achieve our goals. 

SJ.DI.9-12.6 I interact comfortably and respectfully with all people, whether they are similar to or 
different from me. 



SJ.DI.9-12.7 I have the language and knowledge to accurately and respectfully describe how people 
(including myself) are both similar to and different from each other and others in their 
identity groups. 

SJ.DI.9-12.8 I respectfully express curiosity about the history and lived experiences of others and 
exchange ideas and beliefs in an open-minded way. 

SJ.DI.9-12.9 I relate to and build connections with other people by showing them empathy, respect 
and understanding, regardless of our similarities or differences. 

SJ.DI.9-12.10 I understand that diversity includes the impact of unequal power relations on the 
development of group identities and cultures. 

SJ.ID.9-12.1 I have a positive view of myself, including an awareness of and comfort with my 
membership in multiple groups in society. 

SJ.ID.9-12.2 I know my family history and cultural background and can describe how my own identity is 
informed and shaped by my membership in multiple identity groups. 

SJ.ID.9-12.3 I know that all my group identities and the intersection of those identities create unique 
aspects of who I am and that this is true for other people too. 

SJ.ID.9-12.4 I express pride and confidence in my identity without perceiving or treating anyone else as 
inferior. 

SJ.ID.9-12.5 I recognize traits of the dominant culture, my home culture and other cultures, and I am 
conscious of how I express my identity as I move between those spaces. 

SJ.JU.9-12.11 I relate to all people as individuals rather than representatives of groups and can identify 
stereotypes when I see or hear them. 

SJ.JU.9-12.12 I can recognize, describe and distinguish unfairness and injustice at different levels of 
society. 

SJ.JU.9-12.13 I can explain the short and long-term impact of biased words and behaviors and unjust 
practices, laws and institutions that limit the rights and freedoms of people based on their 
identity groups. 

SJ.JU.9-12.14 I am aware of the advantages and disadvantages I have in society because of my 
membership in different identity groups, and I know how this has affected my life. 

SJ.JU.9-12.15 I can identify figures, groups, events and a variety of strategies and philosophies relevant 
to the history of social justice around the world. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.5 Analyze how the economic, social, and political conditions of a time period can affect the 
labor market. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.9 Analyze how personal and cultural values impact spending and other financial decisions. 

PFL.9.1.12.F.1 Relate a country’s economic system of production and consumption to building personal 
wealth and achieving societal responsibilities. 

PFL.9.1.12.F.3 Analyze how citizen decisions and actions can influence the use of economic resources to 
achieve societal goals and provide individual services. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.1.b Analyze how gender, property ownership, religion, and legal status affected political 
rights. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive reforms in preventing unfair business practices 
and political corruption and in promoting social justice. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.13.b Analyze the effectiveness of national legislation, policies, and Supreme Court decisions 
(i.e., the Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, the Equal Rights Amendment, Title VII, Title 
IX, Affirmative Action, Brown v. Board of Education, and Roe v. Wade) in promoting civil 
liberties and equal opportunities. 



SOC.6.1.12.A.14.f Determine the extent to which nongovernmental organizations, special interest groups, 
third party political groups, and the media affect public policy. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 
cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.8.b Relate social, cultural, and technological changes in the interwar period to the rise of a 
consumer economy and the changing role and status of women. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.b Explain why American ideals put forth in the Constitution (i.e., due process, rule of law, 
and individual rights) have been denied to different groups of people throughout time. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.d Analyze the role education played in improving economic opportunities and in the 
development of responsible citizens. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.e Determine the impact of religious and social movements on the development of American 
culture, literature, and art. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.6.c Analyze the successes and failures of efforts to expand women’s rights, including the work 
of important leaders (i.e., Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Alice Paul, and Lucy 
Stone) and the eventual ratification of the 19th Amendment. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.10.c Explain how key individuals, including minorities and women (i.e., Eleanor Roosevelt and 
Frances Perkins), shaped the core ideologies and policies of the New Deal. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.c Explain why women, African Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, and other 
minority groups often expressed a strong sense of nationalism despite the discrimination 
they experienced in the military and workforce. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.13.f Relate the changing role of women in the labor force to changes in family structure. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.d Evaluate the extent to which women, minorities, individuals with gender preferences, and 
individuals with disabilities have met their goals of equality in the workplace, politics, and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.e Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.15.a Compare United Nations policies and goals (i.e., the International Declaration of Human 
Rights and the United Nations Millennium Development Goals) intended to promote 
human rights and prevent the violation of human rights with actions taken by the United 
States. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.16.a Analyze the impact of American culture on other world cultures from multiple 
perspectives. 

SOC.6.1.12.CS1 Colonization and Settlement: North American Colonial societies adapted European 
governmental, economic, and cultural institutions and ideologies to meet their needs in 
the New World. 

SOC.6.1.12.CivicsDP.5.a Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.CivicsHR.11.a Assess the responses of the United States and other nations to the violation of human 
rights that occurred during the Holocaust and other genocides. 

SOC.6.1.12.CivicsPI.13.a Craft an argument as to the effectiveness of the New Jersey Constitution of 1947, New 
Jersey Supreme Court decisions (i.e., Hedgepeth and Williams v. Trenton Board of 
Education), and New Jersey’s laws in eliminating segregation and discrimination. 

SOC.6.1.12.GeoPP.14.a Use data and other evidence to determine the impact of recent immigration and migration 
patterns in New Jersey and the United States on demographic, social, economic, and 
political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.3.a Evaluate the role of religion, music, literature, and media in shaping contemporary 
American culture over different time periods. 



SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.12.b Analyze the impact of American governmental policies on independence movements in 
Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Middle East. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.13.d Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryUP.14.a Determine how the 9/11 attacks contributed to the debate over national security and civil 
liberties. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistorySE.14.a Explore the various ways women, racial and ethnic minorities, the LGBTQ community, and 
individuals with disabilities have contributed to the American economy, politics and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCA.14.b Create an evidence-based argument that assesses the effectiveness of actions taken to 
address the causes of continuing racial tensions and violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistorySE.14.b Use a variety of sources from diverse perspective to analyze the social, economic and 
political contributions of marginalized and underrepresented groups and/or individuals. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.d Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social norms, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistorySE.15.b Analyze the reasons for terrorism and the impact that terrorism has had on individuals and 
government policies and assess the effectiveness of actions taken by the United States 
and other nations to prevent terrorism. 

SOC.6.2.12.C.6.a Evaluate efforts of governmental, nongovernmental, and international organizations to 
address economic imbalances and social inequalities. 

SOC.6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances impacts 
the quality of life in different countries. 

SOC.6.2.12.CivicsHR.4.a Analyze the motivations, causes, and consequences of the genocides of Armenians, 
Ukrainians, Jews in the Holocaust and assess the responses by individuals, groups, and 
governments and analyze large-scale atrocities including 20th century massacres in China. 

SOC.6.2.12.GeoPP.5.a Use a variety of sources to explain the impact of migration on the way of life in the 
country of origin and the new country (e.g., social, economic, political structures). 

SOC.6.2.12.GeoSV.5.a Use geographic data to interpret the factors of post-independence struggles in South Asia 
(e.g., the struggle over the partitioning of the subcontinent into India and Pakistan, as well 
as later tensions over Kashmir). 

SOC.6.3.12.D.1 Analyze the impact of current governmental practices and laws affecting national security 
and/or individual civil rights/privacy. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS1 Determine the credibility and value of information, while also considering context, point 
of view, and multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS2 Analyze sources of prejudice and discrimination and propose solutions to eliminate them. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS3 Collaboratively evaluate possible solutions to problems and conflicts that arise in an 
interconnected world. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS4 Critically analyze information, make ethical judgments, and responsibly address 
controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS5 Communicate through rational and persuasive written and oral arguments to present 
solutions to controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS6 Make informed and reasoned decisions and accept responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions and/or inactions. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS7 Take actions that result in a more just and equitable society. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.1 Review career goals and determine steps necessary for attainment. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.7 Examine the professional, legal, and ethical responsibilities for both employers and 
employees in the global workplace. 



CAEP.9.2.12.C.8 Assess the impact of litigation and court decisions on employment laws and practices. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.1 Create a personal digital portfolio which reflects personal and academic interests, 
achievements, and career aspirations by using a variety of digital tools and resources. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online courses, learning communities, social networks or virtual worlds to 
discuss a resolution to a problem or issue. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.CS1 Understand and use technology systems. 

TECH.8.1.12.B.CS1 Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products, or processes. 

TECH.8.1.12.B.CS2 Create original works as a means of personal or group expression. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS1 Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others by employing a variety of 
digital environments and media. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS2 Communicate information and ideas to multiple audiences using a variety of media and 
formats. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS4 Contribute to project teams to produce original works or solve problems. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.CS2 Demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning. 

TECH.8.1.12.E.1 Produce a position statement about a real world problem by developing a systematic plan 
of investigation with peers and experts synthesizing information from multiple sources. 

TECH.8.1.12.E.CS3 Evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on the appropriateness for 
specific tasks. 

TECH.8.1.12.E.CS4 Process data and report results. 

Target 1
Describe the discrimination, prejudices and racial stereotypes Hispanic Americans face in the United States 

•    Describe the discrimination, prejudices and racial stereotypes Hispanic Americans face in the United 
States

    . 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive reforms in preventing unfair business practices 
and political corruption and in promoting social justice. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies 
restricting immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.b Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define the rights of 
the individual, and evaluate the impact on public policies. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.c Assess the merit and effectiveness of recent legislation in addressing the health, welfare, 
and citizenship status of individuals and groups. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.2.a Analyze how the United States has attempted to account for regional differences while 
also striving to create an American identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 
cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.a Determine the impact of recent immigration and migration patterns in New Jersey and the 
United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.1.b Determine the extent to which natural resources, labor systems (i.e., the use of 
indentured servants, African slaves, and immigrant labor), and entrepreneurship 
contributed to economic development in the American colonies. 



SOC.6.1.12.C.5.c Analyze the cyclical nature of the economy and the impact of periods of expansion and 
recession on businesses and individuals. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.b Explain why American ideals put forth in the Constitution (i.e., due process, rule of law, 
and individual rights) have been denied to different groups of people throughout time. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.b Explain how immigration intensified ethnic and cultural conflicts and complicated the 
forging of a national identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.e Determine the impact of religious and social movements on the development of American 
culture, literature, and art. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.13.c Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.b Assess the effectiveness of actions taken to address the causes of continuing urban 
tensions and violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.c Determine the impact of the changing role of labor unions on the economy, politics, and 
employer-employee relationships. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.d Evaluate the extent to which women, minorities, individuals with gender preferences, and 
individuals with disabilities have met their goals of equality in the workplace, politics, and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.e Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.f Determine the influence of multicultural beliefs, products (i.e., art, food, music, and 
literature), and practices in shaping contemporary American culture. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.15.c Explain how and why religious tensions and historic differences in the Middle East have 
led to international conflicts, and analyze the effectiveness of United States policy and 
actions in bringing peaceful resolutions to the region. 

Target 2
Explain the attempts by the government to limit and prevent immigration from Latin America to the United States in the 20th 
century and beyond. 

•    Explain the attempts by the government to limit and prevent immigration from Latin America to the 
United States in the 20th century and beyond.

    . 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive reforms in preventing unfair business practices 
and political corruption and in promoting social justice. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies 
restricting immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.b Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define the rights of 
the individual, and evaluate the impact on public policies. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.c Assess the merit and effectiveness of recent legislation in addressing the health, welfare, 
and citizenship status of individuals and groups. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.2.a Analyze how the United States has attempted to account for regional differences while 
also striving to create an American identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 



cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.13.a Determine the factors that led to migration from American cities to suburbs in the 1950s 
and 1960s, and describe how this movement impacted cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.a Determine the impact of recent immigration and migration patterns in New Jersey and the 
United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.1.b Determine the extent to which natural resources, labor systems (i.e., the use of 
indentured servants, African slaves, and immigrant labor), and entrepreneurship 
contributed to economic development in the American colonies. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.5.c Analyze the cyclical nature of the economy and the impact of periods of expansion and 
recession on businesses and individuals. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.b Explain why American ideals put forth in the Constitution (i.e., due process, rule of law, 
and individual rights) have been denied to different groups of people throughout time. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.a Determine how expansion created opportunities for some and hardships for others by 
considering multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.b Explain how immigration intensified ethnic and cultural conflicts and complicated the 
forging of a national identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.e Determine the impact of religious and social movements on the development of American 
culture, literature, and art. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.13.c Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.b Assess the effectiveness of actions taken to address the causes of continuing urban 
tensions and violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.c Determine the impact of the changing role of labor unions on the economy, politics, and 
employer-employee relationships. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.d Evaluate the extent to which women, minorities, individuals with gender preferences, and 
individuals with disabilities have met their goals of equality in the workplace, politics, and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.e Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.f Determine the influence of multicultural beliefs, products (i.e., art, food, music, and 
literature), and practices in shaping contemporary American culture. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.15.c Explain how and why religious tensions and historic differences in the Middle East have 
led to international conflicts, and analyze the effectiveness of United States policy and 
actions in bringing peaceful resolutions to the region. 

Target 3
Assess the successes and failures of the self-determination movements of Hispanic Americans to achieve economic, political and 
social equality

•    Assess the successes and failures of the self-determination movements of Hispanic Americans to 
achieve economic, political and social equality

    . 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of Progressive reforms in preventing unfair business practices 



and political corruption and in promoting social justice. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies 
restricting immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.b Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define the rights of 
the individual, and evaluate the impact on public policies. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.c Assess the merit and effectiveness of recent legislation in addressing the health, welfare, 
and citizenship status of individuals and groups. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.2.a Analyze how the United States has attempted to account for regional differences while 
also striving to create an American identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 
cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.13.a Determine the factors that led to migration from American cities to suburbs in the 1950s 
and 1960s, and describe how this movement impacted cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.a Determine the impact of recent immigration and migration patterns in New Jersey and the 
United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.1.b Determine the extent to which natural resources, labor systems (i.e., the use of 
indentured servants, African slaves, and immigrant labor), and entrepreneurship 
contributed to economic development in the American colonies. 

SOC.6.1.12.C.5.c Analyze the cyclical nature of the economy and the impact of periods of expansion and 
recession on businesses and individuals. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.b Explain why American ideals put forth in the Constitution (i.e., due process, rule of law, 
and individual rights) have been denied to different groups of people throughout time. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.a Determine how expansion created opportunities for some and hardships for others by 
considering multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.b Explain how immigration intensified ethnic and cultural conflicts and complicated the 
forging of a national identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.e Determine the impact of religious and social movements on the development of American 
culture, literature, and art. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.13.c Analyze the successes and failures of women’s rights organizations, the American Indian 
Movement, and La Raza in their pursuit of civil rights and equal opportunities. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.b Assess the effectiveness of actions taken to address the causes of continuing urban 
tensions and violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.d Evaluate the extent to which women, minorities, individuals with gender preferences, and 
individuals with disabilities have met their goals of equality in the workplace, politics, and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.e Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.f Determine the influence of multicultural beliefs, products (i.e., art, food, music, and 
literature), and practices in shaping contemporary American culture. 

Learning Goal 3
Students will develop the ability to trace the struggle for social acceptance for religious and ethnic minorities in the United States 
from the 19th century to modern day

•    Students will develop the ability to trace the struggle for social acceptance for religious and ethnic     . 



minorities in the United States from the 19th century to modern day

LA.L.11-12.2.B Spell correctly. 

LA.W.11-12.1 Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid 
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 

LA.W.11-12.2.B Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, 
extended definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples 
appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic. 

LA.RI.11-12.9 Analyze and reflect on (e.g., practical knowledge, historical/cultural context, and 
background knowledge) documents of historical and literary significance for their themes, 
purposes and rhetorical features, including primary source documents relevant to U.S. 
and/or global history. 

LA.RL.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including 
figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of specific word choices on 
meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is particularly 
fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (e.g., Shakespeare as well as other authors.) 

LA.SL.11-12.1 Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in 
groups, and teacher-led) with peers on grades 11–12 topics, texts, and issues, building on 
others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively. 

LA.SL.11-12.1.A Come to discussions prepared, having read and researched material under study; explicitly 
draw on that preparation by referring to evidence from texts and other research on the 
topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful, well reasoned exchange of ideas. 

LA.SL.11-12.1.C Propel conversations by posing and responding to questions that probe reasoning and 
evidence; ensure a hearing for a full range of positions on a topic or issue; clarify, verify, or 
challenge ideas and conclusions; and promote divergent and creative perspectives. 

LA.SL.11-12.1.D Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives; synthesize comments, claims, and evidence 
made on all sides of an issue; resolve contradictions when possible; and determine what 
additional information or research is required to deepen the investigation or complete the 
task. 

LA.SL.11-12.4 Present information, findings and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically. The 
content, organization, development, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and 
audience. 

LA.11-12.SL.11-12.2 Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., 
visually, quantitatively, orally) in order to make informed decisions and solve problems, 
evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each source and noting any discrepancies among 
the data. 

SJ.1 Students will develop positive social identities based on their membership in multiple 
groups in society. 

SJ.2 Students will develop language and historical and cultural knowledge that affirm and 
accurately describe their membership in multiple identity groups. 

SJ.3 Students will recognize that people’s multiple identities interact and create unique and 
complex individuals. 

SJ.4 Students will express pride, confidence and healthy self-esteem without denying the value 
and dignity of other people. 

SJ.5 Students will recognize traits of the dominant culture, their home culture and other 
cultures and understand how they negotiate their own identity in multiple spaces. 

SJ.6 Students will express comfort with people who are both similar to and different from 
them and engage respectfully with all people. 

SJ.7 Students will develop language and knowledge to accurately and respectfully describe 
how people (including themselves) are both similar to and different from each other and 



others in their identity groups. 

SJ.8 Students will respectfully express curiosity about the history and lived experiences of 
others and will exchange ideas and beliefs in an open-minded way. 

SJ.9 Students will respond to diversity by building empathy, respect, understanding and 
connection. 

SJ.10 Students will examine diversity in social, cultural, political and historical contexts rather 
than in ways that are superficial or oversimplified. 

SJ.11 Students will recognize stereotypes and relate to people as individuals rather than 
representatives of groups. 

SJ.12 Students will recognize unfairness on the individual level (e.g., biased speech) and injustice 
at the institutional or systemic level (e.g., discrimination). 

SJ.13 Students will analyze the harmful impact of bias and injustice on the world, historically 
and today. 

SJ.14 Students will recognize that power and privilege influence relationships on interpersonal, 
intergroup and institutional levels and consider how they have been affected by those 
dynamics. 

SJ.15 Students will identify figures, groups, events and a variety of strategies and philosophies 
relevant to the history of social justice around the world. 

SJ.16 Students will express empathy when people are excluded or mistreated because of their 
identities and concern when they themselves experience bias. 

SJ.17 Students will recognize their own responsibility to stand up to exclusion, prejudice and 
injustice. 

SJ.18 Students will speak up with courage and respect when they or someone else has been 
hurt or wronged by bias. 

SJ.19 Students will make principled decisions about when and how to take a stand against bias 
and injustice in their everyday lives and will do so despite negative peer or group pressure. 

SJ.20 Students will plan and carry out collective action against bias and injustice in the world 
and will evaluate what strategies are most effective. 

SJ.AC.9-12.16 I express empathy when people are excluded or mistreated because of their identities and 
concern when I personally experience bias. 

SJ.AC.9-12.17 I take responsibility for standing up to exclusion, prejudice and injustice. 

SJ.AC.9-12.18 I have the courage to speak up to people when their words, actions or views are biased 
and hurtful, and I will communicate with respect even when we disagree. 

SJ.AC.9-12.19 I stand up to exclusion, prejudice and discrimination, even when it’s not popular or easy or 
when no one else does. 

SJ.AC.9-12.20 I will join with diverse people to plan and carry out collective action against exclusion, 
prejudice and discrimination, and we will be thoughtful and creative in our actions in 
order to achieve our goals. 

SJ.DI Diversity 

SJ.DI.9-12.6 I interact comfortably and respectfully with all people, whether they are similar to or 
different from me. 

SJ.DI.9-12.7 I have the language and knowledge to accurately and respectfully describe how people 
(including myself) are both similar to and different from each other and others in their 
identity groups. 

SJ.DI.9-12.8 I respectfully express curiosity about the history and lived experiences of others and 
exchange ideas and beliefs in an open-minded way. 

SJ.DI.9-12.9 I relate to and build connections with other people by showing them empathy, respect 



and understanding, regardless of our similarities or differences. 

SJ.DI.9-12.10 I understand that diversity includes the impact of unequal power relations on the 
development of group identities and cultures. 

SJ.ID Identity 

SJ.ID.9-12.1 I have a positive view of myself, including an awareness of and comfort with my 
membership in multiple groups in society. 

SJ.ID.9-12.2 I know my family history and cultural background and can describe how my own identity is 
informed and shaped by my membership in multiple identity groups. 

SJ.ID.9-12.3 I know that all my group identities and the intersection of those identities create unique 
aspects of who I am and that this is true for other people too. 

SJ.ID.9-12.4 I express pride and confidence in my identity without perceiving or treating anyone else as 
inferior. 

SJ.ID.9-12.5 I recognize traits of the dominant culture, my home culture and other cultures, and I am 
conscious of how I express my identity as I move between those spaces. 

SJ.JU.9-12.11 I relate to all people as individuals rather than representatives of groups and can identify 
stereotypes when I see or hear them. 

SJ.JU.9-12.12 I can recognize, describe and distinguish unfairness and injustice at different levels of 
society. 

SJ.JU.9-12.13 I can explain the short and long-term impact of biased words and behaviors and unjust 
practices, laws and institutions that limit the rights and freedoms of people based on their 
identity groups. 

SJ.JU.9-12.14 I am aware of the advantages and disadvantages I have in society because of my 
membership in different identity groups, and I know how this has affected my life. 

SJ.JU.9-12.15 I can identify figures, groups, events and a variety of strategies and philosophies relevant 
to the history of social justice around the world. 

SOC.6.1.12.CivicsHR.11.a Assess the responses of the United States and other nations to the violation of human 
rights that occurred during the Holocaust and other genocides. 

SOC.6.1.12.CivicsPI.14.c Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define and expand 
individual rights and use evidence to document the long-term impact of these decisions on 
the protection of civil and human rights. 

SOC.6.1.12.CivicsPI.14.d Use primary sources representing multiple perspectives and data to determine the 
effectiveness of the federal government in addressing health care, income equality, and 
immigration. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryUP.9.a Analyze the impact of the Great Depression on the American family and ethnic and racial 
minorities. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistorySE.14.a Explore the various ways women, racial and ethnic minorities, the LGBTQ community, and 
individuals with disabilities have contributed to the American economy, politics and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistorySE.14.b Use a variety of sources from diverse perspective to analyze the social, economic and 
political contributions of marginalized and underrepresented groups and/or individuals. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.c Evaluate the decisions to wage war in Iraq and Afghanistan after the 9/11 attacks. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.d Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social norms, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.2.12.CivicsHR.4.a Analyze the motivations, causes, and consequences of the genocides of Armenians, 
Ukrainians, Jews in the Holocaust and assess the responses by individuals, groups, and 
governments and analyze large-scale atrocities including 20th century massacres in China. 

SOC.6.2.12.CivicsPI.4.b Assess government responses to incidents of ethnic cleansing and genocide. 



SOC.6.2.12.EconGE.6.a Evaluate efforts of governmental, non-governmental, and international organizations to 
address economic imbalances, social inequalities, climate change, health and/or illiteracy. 

SOC.6.2.12.HistoryCC.5.e Assess the influence of television, the Internet, and other forms of electronic 
communication on the creation and diffusion of cultural and political information 
worldwide. 

SOC.6.2.12.HistoryCC.6.a Evaluate the impact of terrorist movements on governments, individuals and societies. 

SOC.6.3.12.HistorySE.1 Analyze the impact of current governmental practices and laws affecting national security 
and/or First Amendment rights and privacy (e.g., immigration, refugees, seizure of 
personal property, juvenile detention, listening devices, deportation, religion in schools). 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.4 Analyze how economic conditions and societal changes influence employment trends and 
future education. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.5 Research career opportunities in the United States and abroad that require knowledge of 
world languages and diverse cultures. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.8 Assess the impact of litigation and court decisions on employment laws and practices. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.2 Produce and edit a multi-page digital document for a commercial or professional audience 
and present it to peers and/or professionals in that related area for review. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online courses, learning communities, social networks or virtual worlds to 
discuss a resolution to a problem or issue. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS1 Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others by employing a variety of 
digital environments and media. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.CS1 Advocate and practice safe, legal, and responsible use of information and technology. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.CS2 Demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning. 

Civic and political institutions address social and political problems at the local, state, 
tribal, national, and/or international level. 

Historical sources and evidence provide an understanding of different points of view about 
historical events. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Understanding the interrelated patterns of change by examining multiple events allows 
for a clearer understanding of the significance of individuals and groups. 

Historical sources and evidence provide an understanding of different points of view about 
historical events. 

Complex interacting factors influence people’s perspective. 

Historical, contemporary, and emerging processes, rules, laws, and policies are modified 
as societies change in an effort to promote the common good and strive to protect human 
rights. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Civic and political institutions address social and political problems at the local, state, 
tribal, national, and/or international level. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Civic deliberation requires civic dispositions, attentiveness to multiple perspectives, and 
understanding diverse perspectives. 

There are multiple and complex causes and effects of historical events. 



Long-term climate variability has influenced human migration and settlement patterns, 
resource use, and land uses at local-to-global scales. 

Target 1
Describe the discrimination, racial prejudices and stereotypes religious and ethnic minorities face in the United States

•    Describe the discrimination, racial prejudices and stereotypes religious and ethnic minorities face in 
the United States

    . 

SOC.6.1.12.A.5.b Analyze the effectiveness of governmental policies and of actions by groups and 
individuals to address discrimination against new immigrants, Native Americans, and 
African Americans. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.8.c Relate social intolerance, xenophobia, and fear of anarchists to government policies 
restricting immigration, advocacy, and labor organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.11.e Assess the responses of the United States and other nations to the violation of human 
rights that occurred during the Holocaust and other genocides. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.b Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define the rights of 
the individual, and evaluate the impact on public policies. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.14.c Assess the merit and effectiveness of recent legislation in addressing the health, welfare, 
and citizenship status of individuals and groups. 

SOC.6.1.12.A.16.a Examine the impact of media and technology on political and social issues in a global 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.5.b Assess the impact of rapid urbanization on the environment and on the quality of life in 
cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.13.a Determine the factors that led to migration from American cities to suburbs in the 1950s 
and 1960s, and describe how this movement impacted cities. 

SOC.6.1.12.B.14.a Determine the impact of recent immigration and migration patterns in New Jersey and the 
United States on demographic, social, economic, and political issues. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.2.b Explain why American ideals put forth in the Constitution (i.e., due process, rule of law, 
and individual rights) have been denied to different groups of people throughout time. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.a Determine how expansion created opportunities for some and hardships for others by 
considering multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.b Explain how immigration intensified ethnic and cultural conflicts and complicated the 
forging of a national identity. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.3.e Determine the impact of religious and social movements on the development of American 
culture, literature, and art. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.5.d Relate varying immigrants’ experiences to gender, race, ethnicity, or occupation. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.c Explain why women, African Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, and other 
minority groups often expressed a strong sense of nationalism despite the discrimination 
they experienced in the military and workforce. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.d Compare the varying perspectives of victims, survivors, bystanders, rescuers, and 
perpetrators during the Holocaust. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.11.e Explain how World War II and the Holocaust led to the creation of international 
organizations (i.e., the United Nations) to protect human rights, and describe the 
subsequent impact of these organizations. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.b Assess the effectiveness of actions taken to address the causes of continuing urban 
tensions and violence. 



SOC.6.1.12.D.14.d Evaluate the extent to which women, minorities, individuals with gender preferences, and 
individuals with disabilities have met their goals of equality in the workplace, politics, and 
society. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.e Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social mores, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.14.f Determine the influence of multicultural beliefs, products (i.e., art, food, music, and 
literature), and practices in shaping contemporary American culture. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.15.c Explain how and why religious tensions and historic differences in the Middle East have 
led to international conflicts, and analyze the effectiveness of United States policy and 
actions in bringing peaceful resolutions to the region. 

SOC.6.1.12.D.15.d Analyze the reasons for terrorism and the impact that terrorism has had on individuals and 
government policies, and assess the effectiveness of actions taken by the United States 
and other nations to prevent terrorism. 

Target 2
Explain how certain religious, ethnic and cultural groups have not been accepted into mainstream society

•    Explain how certain religious, ethnic and cultural groups have not been accepted into mainstream 
society

    . 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryUP.14.a Determine how the 9/11 attacks contributed to the debate over national security and civil 
liberties. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCA.14.b Create an evidence-based argument that assesses the effectiveness of actions taken to 
address the causes of continuing racial tensions and violence. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.c Evaluate the decisions to wage war in Iraq and Afghanistan after the 9/11 attacks. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.d Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social norms, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.2.12.CivicsHR.4.a Analyze the motivations, causes, and consequences of the genocides of Armenians, 
Ukrainians, Jews in the Holocaust and assess the responses by individuals, groups, and 
governments and analyze large-scale atrocities including 20th century massacres in China. 

SOC.6.2.12.CivicsPI.4.b Assess government responses to incidents of ethnic cleansing and genocide. 

SOC.6.2.12.CivicsHR.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of responses by governments and international organizations to 
tensions resulting from ethnic, territorial, religious, and/or nationalist differences. 

SOC.6.2.12.GeoPP.5.a Use a variety of sources to explain the impact of migration on the way of life in the 
country of origin and the new country (e.g., social, economic, political structures). 

SOC.6.2.12.HistoryUP.4.c Compare and contrast the actions of individuals as perpetrators, bystanders, and rescuers 
during events of persecution or genocide, and describe the long-term consequences of 
genocide for all involved. 

SOC.6.2.12.HistoryCC.5.e Assess the influence of television, the Internet, and other forms of electronic 
communication on the creation and diffusion of cultural and political information 
worldwide. 

SOC.6.2.12.HistoryCC.6.a Evaluate the impact of terrorist movements on governments, individuals and societies. 

Civic and political institutions address social and political problems at the local, state, 
tribal, national, and/or international level. 

Understanding the interrelated patterns of change by examining multiple events allows 
for a clearer understanding of the significance of individuals and groups. 

Civic deliberation requires civic dispositions, attentiveness to multiple perspectives, and 



understanding diverse perspectives. 

Historical sources and evidence provide an understanding of different points of view about 
historical events. 

Historical, contemporary, and emerging processes, rules, laws, and policies are modified 
as societies change in an effort to promote the common good and strive to protect human 
rights. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Understanding the interrelated patterns of change by examining multiple events allows 
for a clearer understanding of the significance of individuals and groups. 

Chronological sequencing serves as a tool for analyzing past and present events. 

Historical sources and evidence provide an understanding of different points of view about 
historical events. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Political and economic decisions throughout time have influenced cultural and 
environmental characteristics. 

Political and economic decisions throughout time have influenced cultural and 
environmental characteristics. 

Long-term climate variability has influenced human migration and settlement patterns, 
resource use, and land uses at local-to-global scales. 

Historical sources and evidence provide an understanding of different points of view about 
historical events. 

Civic deliberation requires civic dispositions, attentiveness to multiple perspectives, and 
understanding diverse perspectives. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Complex interacting factors influence people’s perspective 

Target 3
Evaluate how American xenophobia has changed from the 20th century to modern day

•    Evaluate how American xenophobia has changed from the 20th century to modern day     . 

SOC.6.1.12.CivicsPI.14.c Analyze how the Supreme Court has interpreted the Constitution to define and expand 
individual rights and use evidence to document the long-term impact of these decisions on 
the protection of civil and human rights. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryUP.3.a Determine how expansion created opportunities for some and hardships for others by 
considering multiple perspectives over different time periods (e.g., Native 
American/European, Native American/White settlers, American/Latin American, 
American/Asian). 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryUP.14.a Determine how the 9/11 attacks contributed to the debate over national security and civil 
liberties. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryCC.14.d Evaluate the role of religion on cultural and social norms, public opinion, and political 
decisions. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistorySE.15.a Explain how and why religious tensions, historic differences, and a western dependence 
on oil in the Middle East have led to international conflicts and analyze the effectiveness 



of United States policy and actions in bringing peaceful resolutions to the region. 

SOC.6.1.12.HistoryUP.16.a Analyze the impact of American culture on other world cultures and determine the impact 
of social media on the dissemination of American culture. 

SOC.6.2.12.CivicsHR.4.a Analyze the motivations, causes, and consequences of the genocides of Armenians, 
Ukrainians, Jews in the Holocaust and assess the responses by individuals, groups, and 
governments and analyze large-scale atrocities including 20th century massacres in China. 

SOC.6.2.12.CivicsHR.6.a Evaluate the effectiveness of responses by governments and international organizations to 
tensions resulting from ethnic, territorial, religious, and/or nationalist differences. 

SOC.6.2.12.GeoPP.2.a Make an evidence-based argument explaining the impact and development of religion in 
Europe on the political and cultural development of the colonies in the New World. 

SOC.6.2.12.GeoPP.5.a Use a variety of sources to explain the impact of migration on the way of life in the 
country of origin and the new country (e.g., social, economic, political structures). 

SOC.6.2.12.HistoryUP.4.c Compare and contrast the actions of individuals as perpetrators, bystanders, and rescuers 
during events of persecution or genocide, and describe the long-term consequences of 
genocide for all involved. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Political and economic decisions throughout time have influenced cultural and 
environmental characteristics. 

Complex interacting factors influence people’s perspective. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Chronological sequencing serves as a tool for analyzing past and present events. 

Complex interacting factors influence people’s perspective. 

Economic globalization affects economic growth, labor markets, human rights guarantees, 
the environment, resource allocation, income distribution, and culture. 

Economic globalization affects economic growth, labor markets, human rights guarantees, 
the environment, resource allocation, income distribution, and culture. 

Civic and political institutions address social and political problems at the local, state, 
tribal, national, and/or international level. 

Demographic shifts and migration patterns both influence and are impacted by social, 
economic, and political systems. 

Learning Goal 4
Connect events/issues in U.S. History to modern America

•    Connect events/issues in U.S. History to modern America     . 

LA.RH.11-12.1 Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence, (e.g., via discussion, written 
response, etc.), to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, connecting insights 
gained from specific details to develop an understanding of the text as a whole. 

LA.RH.11-12.2 Determine the theme, central ideas, information and/or perspective(s) presented in a 
primary or secondary source; provide an accurate summary of how key events, ideas 
and/or author’s perspective(s) develop over the course of the text. 

LA.RH.11-12.3 Evaluate various perspectives for actions or events; determine which explanation best 
accords with textual evidence, acknowledging where the text leaves matters uncertain. 



LA.RH.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including 
analyzing how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term over the course of a 
text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10). 

LA.RH.11-12.5 Analyze in detail how a complex primary source is structured, including how key 
sentences, paragraphs, and larger portions of the text contribute to the whole. 

LA.RH.11-12.6 Evaluate authors’ differing perspectives on the same historical event or issue by assessing 
the authors’ claims, reasoning, and evidence. 

LA.RH.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and 
media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, qualitatively, as well as in words) in order to address a 
question or solve a problem. 

LA.RH.11-12.8 Evaluate an author’s claims, reasoning, and evidence by corroborating or challenging them 
with other sources. 

LA.RH.11-12.9 Integrate information from diverse sources, both primary and secondary, into a coherent 
understanding of an idea or event, noting discrepancies among sources. 

LA.RST.11-12.1 Accurately cite strong and thorough evidence from the text to support analysis of science 
and technical texts, attending to precise details for explanations or descriptions. 

LA.RST.11-12.2 Determine the central ideas, themes, or conclusions of a text; summarize complex 
concepts, processes, or information presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler 
but still accurate terms. 

LA.RST.11-12.3 Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking 
measurements, or performing technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on 
explanations in the text. 

LA.RST.11-12.4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and 
phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-
12 texts and topics. 

LA.RST.11-12.5 Analyze how the text structures information or ideas into categories or hierarchies, 
demonstrating understanding of the information or ideas. 

LA.RST.11-12.6 Analyze the author's purpose in providing an explanation, describing a procedure, or 
discussing an experiment in a text, identifying important issues that remain unresolved. 

LA.RST.11-12.7 Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and 
media (e.g., quantitative data, video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a 
problem. 

LA.RST.11-12.9 Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., texts, experiments, simulations) into 
a coherent understanding of a process, phenomenon, or concept, resolving conflicting 
information when possible. 

LA.WHST.11-12.6 Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, share, and update writing products in 
response to ongoing feedback, including new arguments or information. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.4 Identify a career goal and develop a plan and timetable for achieving it, including 
educational/training requirements, costs, and possible debt. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.5 Analyze how the economic, social, and political conditions of a time period can affect the 
labor market. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.11 Explain the relationship between government programs and services and taxation. 

SOC.6.2.12.A.6.a Evaluate the role of international cooperation and multinational organizations in 
attempting to solve global issues. 

SOC.6.2.12.A.6.c Analyze why terrorist movements have proliferated, and evaluate their impact on 
governments, individuals, and societies. 

SOC.6.2.12.A.6.d Assess the effectiveness of responses by governments and international organizations to 
tensions resulting from ethnic, territorial, religious, and/or nationalist differences. 



SOC.6.2.12.C.6.a Evaluate efforts of governmental, nongovernmental, and international organizations to 
address economic imbalances and social inequalities. 

SOC.6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances impacts 
the quality of life in different countries. 

SOC.6.3.12.A.2 Compare current case studies involving slavery, child labor, or other unfair labor practices 
in the United States with those of other nations, and evaluate the extent to which such 
problems are universal. 

SOC.6.3.12.D.1 Analyze the impact of current governmental practices and laws affecting national security 
and/or individual civil rights/privacy. 

SOC.6.3.12.D.2 Analyze a current foreign policy issue by considering current and historical perspectives, 
examining strategies, and presenting possible actions. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS1 Determine the credibility and value of information, while also considering context, point 
of view, and multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS2 Analyze sources of prejudice and discrimination and propose solutions to eliminate them. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS3 Collaboratively evaluate possible solutions to problems and conflicts that arise in an 
interconnected world. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS4 Critically analyze information, make ethical judgments, and responsibly address 
controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS5 Communicate through rational and persuasive written and oral arguments to present 
solutions to controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS6 Make informed and reasoned decisions and accept responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions and/or inactions. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS7 Take actions that result in a more just and equitable society. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.4 Analyze how economic conditions and societal changes influence employment trends and 
future education. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.7 Examine the professional, legal, and ethical responsibilities for both employers and 
employees in the global workplace. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.8 Assess the impact of litigation and court decisions on employment laws and practices. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online courses, learning communities, social networks or virtual worlds to 
discuss a resolution to a problem or issue. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.5 Create a report from a relational database consisting of at least two tables and describe 
the process, and explain the report results. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.CS2 Select and use applications effectively and productively. 

TECH.8.1.12.B.CS1 Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products, or processes. 

TECH.8.1.12.B.CS2 Create original works as a means of personal or group expression. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS1 Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others by employing a variety of 
digital environments and media. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS2 Communicate information and ideas to multiple audiences using a variety of media and 
formats. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS3 Develop cultural understanding and global awareness by engaging with learners of other 
cultures. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS4 Contribute to project teams to produce original works or solve problems. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.4 Research and understand the positive and negative impact of one’s digital footprint. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.5 Analyze the capabilities and limitations of current and emerging technology resources and 
assess their potential to address personal, social, lifelong learning, and career needs. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.CS2 Demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning. 



Target 1
Research, summarize and develop an opinion on current problems that have risen around the world 

•    Research, summarize and develop an opinion on current problems that have risen around the world     . 

SOC.6.2.12.A.6.a Evaluate the role of international cooperation and multinational organizations in 
attempting to solve global issues. 

SOC.6.2.12.A.6.c Analyze why terrorist movements have proliferated, and evaluate their impact on 
governments, individuals, and societies. 

SOC.6.2.12.A.6.d Assess the effectiveness of responses by governments and international organizations to 
tensions resulting from ethnic, territorial, religious, and/or nationalist differences. 

SOC.6.2.12.B.6.a Determine the global impact of increased population growth, migration, and changes in 
urban-rural populations on natural resources and land use. 

SOC.6.2.12.C.6.a Evaluate efforts of governmental, nongovernmental, and international organizations to 
address economic imbalances and social inequalities. 

SOC.6.2.12.C.6.d Determine how the availability of scientific, technological, and medical advances impacts 
the quality of life in different countries. 

SOC.6.2.12.D.6.a Assess the role of increased personal and business electronic communications in creating 
a “global” culture, and evaluate the impact on traditional cultures and values. 

SOC.6.3.12.A.2 Compare current case studies involving slavery, child labor, or other unfair labor practices 
in the United States with those of other nations, and evaluate the extent to which such 
problems are universal. 

SOC.6.3.12.B.1 Collaborate with students from other countries to develop possible solutions to an issue of 
environmental justice, and present those solutions to relevant national and international 
governmental and/or nongovernmental organizations. 

SOC.6.3.12.D.1 Analyze the impact of current governmental practices and laws affecting national security 
and/or individual civil rights/privacy. 

SOC.6.3.12.D.2 Analyze a current foreign policy issue by considering current and historical perspectives, 
examining strategies, and presenting possible actions. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS1 Determine the credibility and value of information, while also considering context, point 
of view, and multiple perspectives. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS2 Analyze sources of prejudice and discrimination and propose solutions to eliminate them. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS3 Collaboratively evaluate possible solutions to problems and conflicts that arise in an 
interconnected world. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS4 Critically analyze information, make ethical judgments, and responsibly address 
controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS5 Communicate through rational and persuasive written and oral arguments to present 
solutions to controversial issues. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS6 Make informed and reasoned decisions and accept responsibility for the consequences of 
their actions and/or inactions. 

SOC.6.3.12.CS7 Take actions that result in a more just and equitable society. 

Summative Assessment
Unit 3 and 4 Benchmark Assessment is a skills based common assessment of Units 3 and 4



 

Alternate assessments may include, but are not limited to Project Based Learning, Presentations, Debates or a common paper/pencil 
assessment or combination of any of these. Some example alternative assessment can include:

         - To what extent has the United States failed to progress socratic seminar 

         - Primary Source Activity for socratic seminar (using historical documents to shape opinions)

         - Asian and Hispanic Discrimination in America Discussion 

         - Hate Map of the United States

         - Systems of Hate Graphic Organizer 

         - Religious and Ethnic Bias Activity 

         - Compareing and Contrasting Xenophobia from the 19th, 20th and 21st century Socratic Seminar

         

21st Century Life and Careers

SJ.AC.9-12.16 I express empathy when people are excluded or mistreated because of their identities and 
concern when I personally experience bias. 

SJ.AC.9-12.17 I take responsibility for standing up to exclusion, prejudice and injustice. 

SJ.AC.9-12.18 I have the courage to speak up to people when their words, actions or views are biased 
and hurtful, and I will communicate with respect even when we disagree. 

SJ.AC.9-12.19 I stand up to exclusion, prejudice and discrimination, even when it’s not popular or easy or 
when no one else does. 

SJ.AC.9-12.20 I will join with diverse people to plan and carry out collective action against exclusion, 
prejudice and discrimination, and we will be thoughtful and creative in our actions in 
order to achieve our goals. 

SJ.DI.9-12.6 I interact comfortably and respectfully with all people, whether they are similar to or 
different from me. 

SJ.DI.9-12.7 I have the language and knowledge to accurately and respectfully describe how people 
(including myself) are both similar to and different from each other and others in their 
identity groups. 

SJ.DI.9-12.8 I respectfully express curiosity about the history and lived experiences of others and 
exchange ideas and beliefs in an open-minded way. 

SJ.DI.9-12.9 I relate to and build connections with other people by showing them empathy, respect 
and understanding, regardless of our similarities or differences. 

SJ.DI.9-12.10 I understand that diversity includes the impact of unequal power relations on the 
development of group identities and cultures. 

SJ.ID.9-12.1 I have a positive view of myself, including an awareness of and comfort with my 
membership in multiple groups in society. 

SJ.ID.9-12.2 I know my family history and cultural background and can describe how my own identity is 
informed and shaped by my membership in multiple identity groups. 



SJ.ID.9-12.3 I know that all my group identities and the intersection of those identities create unique 
aspects of who I am and that this is true for other people too. 

SJ.ID.9-12.4 I express pride and confidence in my identity without perceiving or treating anyone else as 
inferior. 

SJ.ID.9-12.5 I recognize traits of the dominant culture, my home culture and other cultures, and I am 
conscious of how I express my identity as I move between those spaces. 

SJ.JU.9-12.11 I relate to all people as individuals rather than representatives of groups and can identify 
stereotypes when I see or hear them. 

SJ.JU.9-12.12 I can recognize, describe and distinguish unfairness and injustice at different levels of 
society. 

SJ.JU.9-12.13 I can explain the short and long-term impact of biased words and behaviors and unjust 
practices, laws and institutions that limit the rights and freedoms of people based on their 
identity groups. 

SJ.JU.9-12.14 I am aware of the advantages and disadvantages I have in society because of my 
membership in different identity groups, and I know how this has affected my life. 

SJ.JU.9-12.15 I can identify figures, groups, events and a variety of strategies and philosophies relevant 
to the history of social justice around the world. 

PFL.9.1.12.A.5 Analyze how the economic, social, and political conditions of a time period can affect the 
labor market. 

PFL.9.1.12.F.1 Relate a country’s economic system of production and consumption to building personal 
wealth and achieving societal responsibilities. 

PFL.9.1.12.F.3 Analyze how citizen decisions and actions can influence the use of economic resources to 
achieve societal goals and provide individual services. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.1 Review career goals and determine steps necessary for attainment. 

CAEP.9.2.12.C.2 Modify Personalized Student Learning Plans to support declared career goals. 

TECH.8.1.12.A.3 Collaborate in online courses, learning communities, social networks or virtual worlds to 
discuss a resolution to a problem or issue. 

TECH.8.1.12.B.CS1 Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products, or processes. 

TECH.8.1.12.B.CS2 Create original works as a means of personal or group expression. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.1 Develop an innovative solution to a real world problem or issue in collaboration with peers 
and experts, and present ideas for feedback through social media or in an online 
community. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS1 Interact, collaborate, and publish with peers, experts, or others by employing a variety of 
digital environments and media. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS2 Communicate information and ideas to multiple audiences using a variety of media and 
formats. 

TECH.8.1.12.C.CS3 Develop cultural understanding and global awareness by engaging with learners of other 
cultures. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.CS2 Demonstrate personal responsibility for lifelong learning. 

TECH.8.1.12.D.CS3 Exhibit leadership for digital citizenship. 

TECH.8.1.12.E.1 Produce a position statement about a real world problem by developing a systematic plan 
of investigation with peers and experts synthesizing information from multiple sources. 

TECH.8.1.12.E.2 Research and evaluate the impact on society of the unethical use of digital tools and 
present your research to peers. 

TECH.8.1.12.E.CS2 Locate, organize, analyze, evaluate, synthesize, and ethically use information from a 
variety of sources and media. 



TECH.8.1.12.E.CS3 Evaluate and select information sources and digital tools based on the appropriateness for 
specific tasks. 

TECH.8.1.12.E.CS4 Process data and report results. 

Formative Assessments
Teacher Observation

Cooperative Learning Opportunities 

Guided Practice

Classroom Centers 

Do-Now

Daily Quizzes 

Exit Ticket

Student Survey/Polling

Benchmark Assessment 

Accommodations and Modifications
Enrichment Opportunities:  Sociology and Psychology 

Differentiation:  504 accommodations and IEP modifications are met as required

All assessments are differentiated and aligned to the Social Studies standards and curriculum. Differentiation can include, but is not 
limited to: 

         - Graphic Organizers

         - Chunked Readings

         - RAFT Activites (Role, Audience, Format, Topic)

         - Layered Curriculum/Tiered Assignments

         - Academic Games to practice skills and deepen understanding of topics

         - Think-Pair-Share Activities

         - Stations and Learning Centers

         - Utilizing Pre-tests to reteach complex content before summative assessment

         - Providing additional resources for indpendent study (videos, study guides, teacher notes, web-based resources) 

 

Alternate assessments may include, but are not limited to Project Based Learning, projects or presentations, or a common 



paper/pencil assessment or combination of any of these. Some example alternative assessment can include:

Unit Resources
Treatment of Asian and Hispanic Americans 
https://guilfordjournals.com/doi/pdf/10.1521/jaap.1.1982.10.4.585

Key Findings about US Immigrants https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/06/17/key-findings-about-u-
s-immigrants/

Race and Ethnicity in the United States

https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/race-and-ethnicity-in-the-united-states/

How much discrimination does Muslims face in America

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/07/american-muslims-trump/534879/

Others Demand Equality 

https://www.ushistory.org/us/57f.asp

Asian American Dsicrimination and the Coronavirus 

https://www.wbur.org/onpoint/2020/04/14/george-takei-asian-american-discrimination-coronavirus

Why we must talk about the Asian American story too

https://theundefeated.com/features/why-we-must-talk-about-the-asian-american-story-too/

History of Anti-Semitism

https://www.ushmm.org/antisemitism/what-is-antisemitism/why-the-jews-history-of-antisemitism

Defending the rights of religious minorities

https://www.aclu.org/issues/religious-liberty/free-exercise-religion/defending-rights-religious-minorities

 

Interdisciplinary Connections
Please see attached interdisciplinary standards from literacy, math and technology linked throughout curriculum above.

https://guilfordjournals.com/doi/pdf/10.1521/jaap.1.1982.10.4.585
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/06/17/key-findings-about-u-s-immigrants/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/06/17/key-findings-about-u-s-immigrants/
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/sociology/chapter/race-and-ethnicity-in-the-united-states/
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2017/07/american-muslims-trump/534879/
https://www.ushistory.org/us/57f.asp
https://www.wbur.org/onpoint/2020/04/14/george-takei-asian-american-discrimination-coronavirus
https://theundefeated.com/features/why-we-must-talk-about-the-asian-american-story-too/
https://www.ushmm.org/antisemitism/what-is-antisemitism/why-the-jews-history-of-antisemitism
https://www.aclu.org/issues/religious-liberty/free-exercise-religion/defending-rights-religious-minorities



